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Children's Book and Media Review, Vol. 32 [2012], Iss. 3, Art. 1

Volume 32, no. 3

CBPR Reading Levels:
Toddler: Item will appeal to children up to age 2.
Preschool: Item will appeal to children between ages 3-5.
Primary: Item will appeal to children between ages 6-8.
Intermediate: Item will appeal to young people between ages 9-11.
Young Adult: Item will appeal to young people between ages 12-16.

CBPR Rating System:
Outstanding: Item possesses exceptional quality or merit and deserves special recognition.
Excellent: Item possesses superior quality or merit and will find wide acceptance among
the intended audience.
Dependable: Item is reliable in terms of literary/artistic quality or informational content.
Recommended for libraries seeking additional materials in a specific genre or subject. Recommended with conditions for theater classes or groups.
Significant shortcomings: Item may have limited appeal for some readers/audiences despite significant shortcomings.
Cannot recommend: Item may receive this rating for several reasons, including poor literary or artistic content, inaccurate information, or presentation of a topic or content not appropriate for the intended audience.
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Okay for Now by Gary D. Schmidt
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2011. ISBN 9780547152608-13 . 360 pp.

It starts with a baseball
cap, a jacket, and a painting of an Artic Tern. In a
town in upstate New York
during 1968, Doug
Swieteck, his troubleseeking brother, softspoken mother, and abusive father settle into their
new “dump” of a home.
One Saturday morning
Doug encounters three
things that change his life:
John Audubon‟s paintings
in the book Birds of
America; Lil Spicer; and a
job as a delivery boy for
the Spicer Deli. Through

the year, Doug slowly
makes connections as
teachers, neighbors, playwrights, librarians, and
peers show him he is
more than he thinks.
Schmidt‟s book is full of
relatable and rich characters. He shows the various
sides of human nature
with skill; particularly the
way mean attitudes are
often fronts to hide feelings of fear or weakness
and can be changed. Symbolism is used throughout
the book to illustrate the
self-discoveries made by

Doug. Schmidt also does a
wonderful job integrating
history and art lessons into
the natural flow of the
story and dialogue. At
times the opportunities
and the talents that that
arise in Doug seem overly
abundant, but this is a
small detraction from an
overall superb read. This
is a great book for middle
schoolers, particularly
boys.
Reviewer: Lauren McMullan
Reading Level: Intermediate,
Young Adult
Rating: Outstanding
Genre: Fiction

The Grave Robber’s Apprentice by Allan Stratton; illustrated by Jim Kay
HarperCollins Children’s Books, 2012. ISBN 9780061976087. 512 pp.

What does the son of a
grave robber and a countess have in common? This
delightful story describes
how two young people,
poor Hans and rich Angela, share an adventure
and create a friendship.
Their flight from an evil
necromancer and a sinister archduke leads them
on a journey of courage
and discovery as they run
for their lives. Danger is
never far away as they encounter ferocious wolves
and secretive hermits, fly
down a mountain in a cof-

fin and join a circus. Mysteries unfold on their
quest that will change their
lives forever.

The Grave Robber's Apprentice has something for
both boys and girls and
should be easily read and
enjoyed by its target audience, children 10 – 13.
This fast paced, well written yarn will have kids
shivering with anticipation
as each new page reveals
another twist in the story.
Stratton‟s imaginative account is supported by
chapter illustrations and

clever cover art by Jim
Kay which bring to life
scenes in the book. Parents and children might
enjoy reading this story
together, perhaps in one
sitting. In fact, you may
not want to put the story
down until you've finished
reading it.
Reviewer: Cynthia Frazier
Reading Level: Intermediate
Rating: Excellent
Genre: Fantasy
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Chilly Milly Moo by Fiona Ross; illustrated by Fiona Ross
Candlewick Press, 2011. ISBN 978076365693513. 32 pp.

Milly is not like other
cows. When the sun is out
she just cannot seem to
make any milk. She is far
too hot. The other cows
laugh her to shame until a
snow storm comes. In the
freezing cold it is the other
cows who now cannot
make milk, however Milly
is more than ready. In fact
she is so ready upon being
milked Milly makes ice
cream.
This silly book with its
offbeat alignment of text
and quirky main character
is a visually amusing read.

The story provides great
words for vocabulary
building, a fun use of
rhythmic language, and a
highly amusing (or alarming depending on reader
personality) scene of what
it would look like should a
cow produce ice cream
rather than milk. However, it does lack some
basic common sense aspects (you might find your
child asking, “If Milly is so
hot why doesn‟t she take
off her hat and boots?”
Answer: No one knows),
and good character development. Overall Chilly

Milly Moo is worth checking out at the library, but
probably not worth buying
for the classroom.
Reviewer: Lauren McMullan
Reading Level: Toddler,
Preschool, Primary
Rating: Dependable
Genre: Picture Books; Informative

These Hands by Margaret H. Mason; illustrated by Floyd Cooper
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2011. ISBN 978054721566213, 32 pp.

Grandpa‟s hands can,
but they couldn‟t always.
This is the lesson Joseph‟s
grandpa teaches him as
they bond over various
beloved activities.
Grandpa tells Joseph of
his more youthful days
when he could not bake
bread at the Wonder
Bread factory because his
hands were black and not
white and what he and
others did to help bring
change. As Joseph grows
he turns his grandpa‟s
story into his own; where
once his hands could not,
they now can.

Mason‟s book is a simple but sweet story of
bonding between generations in tandem with the
telling of a little known
story from the segregation
era of the 1950‟s and 60‟s.
Grandpa tells this sad
story of discrimination
with in an almost lyrical
fashion and ends his tale
on an inspirational note of
hope and joy that the freedom his grandson, Joseph,
now enjoys will let his
hands accomplish anything. The soft sepia
shaded illustrations set a
perfect tone for this delicately told story. These

Hands is a great read, and
discussion starter, for Martin Luther King/Civil
Rights Day. It would accompany a book like SitIn nicely. This book also
includes an informative
Author‟s Note in the back
giving additional details on
the Wonder Bread discrimination story.
Reviewer: Lauren McMullan
Reading Level: Preschool,
Primary
Rating: Excellent
Genre: Historical Fiction
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The Fourth Stall Part 2 by Chris Rylander
Walden Pond Press, 2012. ISBN 978006199630613. 281 pp.

Teacher got you down?
Bully won‟t leave you
alone? Mac and Vince can
help. All you need is some
cash or a willingness to
owe them a favor. Mac
organizes things from his
office; a stall in his elementary school bathroom,
and Vince helps. However, when the boys take
on a case involving unfair
treatment from a new
teacher toward a distracting and snide girl named
Trixie her visit marks the
beginning of much larger
problems. The problems

also coincide with the installment of a crazed vice
principal bent on „fixing‟
the school with a comprehensive test. If not passed
the test could result in
ultimate closure of the
school. Mac‟s plan to
make sure everyone does
pass fails, but ultimately
saves the school and gets
rid of the vice principal.
This second book in
The Fourth Stall series is a
fun read on its own or as a
continuation to the first
book. The characters re-

main consistent; love of
the Cub‟s baseball team,
and Mac and Vince‟s
friendship remain strong
threads throughout the
novel. At times it seems
the book is reaching for
hyperbole which does not
quite fit with the realistic
fiction nature of the rest of
the narrative. The book is
also perhaps a little too
light handed when it
Reviewer: Lauren McMullan
Reading Level: Intermediate
Rating: Dependable
Genre: Fiction

Icefall by Matthew J. Kirby; illustrated by Owen Richardson
Solvieg, her siblings, and
the trusted warriors of her
father the King, flee to a
hidden winter fort, while
her father defends their
homeland. To pass the
time Solvieg learns to captivate an audience by telling stories. All of them
believe they are away from
harm, this is far from the
truth. Traitors are within
the camp. A majority of
the warriors are poisoned,
leaving only a few to protect the royal family. After
the ice melts and opens an
access to the sea, the enemy sails into view and
takes the royal family pris-

oners. Everyone is down
hearted and ready to give
in to the enemy, when
Solvieg uses her new
found skill in story telling
to save them.
We not only get to read
about how to survive in
really cold climates, but of
the characters‟ religious
background, or as we have
termed it: Nordic Mythology. The author even
shows how Nordic Mythology played a huge role
in shaping the life of the
people. Not only was each
character well developed,
but the reader can feel like

they are walking with the
characters and experiencing everything they go
through. For example we
see Solvieg work hard to
overcome her fear of telling stories, as well as the
fear of her enemy. After I
stepped away from the
idea that this book was a
fantasy, it became an excellent historical fiction
read.
Reviewer: Brandon Holst
Reading Level: Intermediate,
Young Adult
Rating: Excellent
Genre: Fiction; Historical
Fiction
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Laundry Day by Maurie J. Manning; illustrated by Maurie J. Manning
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2012. ISBN 9780547241968. 40 pp.

A shoeshine boy tries to
return a piece of red cloth
to its rightful owner on
laundry day; his good
deed introduces him to
new friends from many
cultures in a New York
tenement. The little shoeshine boy‟s climbing antics
would normally cause
adults palpitations in real
life, but only add to his
character‟s charm in this
picture book. Manning‟s
illustrations give a good
sense of the 19th century
hustle-and-bustle of New
York; with people and

carts crammed into a
frame-and-gutter layout
that emphasizes the
cramped feeling of the
city. The illustrations‟ rich
colors and soft lines lend a
nostalgic and idealized feel
to the story. The details of
the illustrations are a visual treat – most of the
visual palette is in neutral
tones, so readers‟ eyes are
irresistibly drawn to the
bright red cloth, orange
cat, and green parrot.
Many of the frames take
on dramatic points of
view, like the two-page

spread looking up between tall tenement buildings at layers of laundry
lines. The complexity of
the layout makes this story
hard to categorize for
reading level – the story is
simple but following it
through changing frames
might be a challenge for
younger readers. The text
contains snippets of accents, broken English, and
Reviewer: Gillian Streeter
Reading Level: Toddler,
Preschool, Primary
Genre: Picture Book; Adventure

Small Persons with Wings by Ellen Booraem
Penguin Group, 2011. ISBN 978014242054613. 304 pp.

Fidius is not an imaginary
friend, he is a small person with wings. Or at least
that is what Mellie believes
until he disappears and
she forces herself to live a
life free of imagination.
Until, at 13 years old, her
grandfather, supposedly
dead, leaves his inn to her
family and they move. At
the inn Mellie learns
about her family's legacy
with fairies, or small persons with wings, a ring of
truth, and a story of ancient magics. All of which
play a part in changing
Mellie's imagination-less

life into one requiring
bravery, friendship, a very
strong imagination and a
whole bunch of small persons with wings.

This humorous novel has
a very tight and enjoyable
beginning. The narrating
voice, Mellie's, is snarky
and fun and draws readers
into the story. However,
the book weakens considerably about half way
through and does not ever
fully recover the delight of
the first half. The narrative
starts to feel repetitive and

the twist at the end seems
to fall a little flat. However, despite its flaws, this
is a fun read with a dynamic collection of characters, and a creative plot.
Upper grade elementary
aged girls will likely find a
kinship in Mellie and her
struggle for self-acceptance
and friendship. A good
summer read.
Reviewer: Lauren McMullan
Reading Level: Intermediate
Rating: Dependable
Genre: Fiction
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Ten Rules for Living with My Sister by Ann M. Martin
Feiwell & Friends, 2011. ISBN 9780312367664. 240 pp.

Lexie and Pearl are sisters.
Lexie is 13; Pearl is 9.
Lexie has a boyfriend, and
Pearl has a cat. Lexie has
won lots of awards, has
lots of friends, and is good
at everything. Pearl has no
awards, one friend two
grades below her, and
likes crafts. To top it off
Lexie has a key to the
apartment and Pearl doesn‟t. And Pearl is NOT
allowed in Lexie‟s room.
But all of that changes
when Grandpa has an
accident and moves in.
Pearl proves herself to be
responsible and brave
when dealing with crisis,
and even makes some new

friends along the way, including her older sister
Lexie.
The author of the popular
series The Baby-sitters
Club and the Newbery
Honor book A Corner of
the Universe, Ann M.
Martin does a wonderful
job exploring the world
from the eyes of 9 year-old
in her new book, Ten

Rules for Living with My
Sister. Somehow Martin is
able to teach multiple lessons ranging from dealing
with alzhiemer‟s, puberty,
and family conflict without
forcing a single lesson, it
all just comes naturally. A

wonderful book for anyone who‟s ever been a
sister, this book does an
excellent job bringing humor into the everyday
events. Ten Rules for Living with My Sister is a perfect book for middle
schoolers, with a special
appeal to girls.
Reviewer: JilliAnne Jensen
Reading Level: Primary,
Intermediate
Rating: Excellent
Genre: Fiction

The Unruly Queen by E.S. Redmond; illustrated by E.S. Redmond
Candlewick, 2012. ISBN 9780763634452. 32 pp.

Minerva von Vyle, the
unruliest of children, the
most spoiled and rotten, is
about to be crowned the
Unruly Queen by the Order of Nannies. At first
Minerva is thrilled to become queen, but changes
her mind when her new
nanny begins to tell her of
the „wonderful‟ things she
will do as queen. Realizing
she must prove herself not
as unruly as she is perceived to be, Minerva desperately starts behaving as
best she can and the
crown is taken away, but
the nannies crown a new
queen every year, and so
nanny must stay in case
Minerva decides to change

her mind.
This witty book, about a
nanny who uses reverse
psychology to convince an
unruly child to behave, is
cleverly written and illustrated my ES Redmond.
The text is written in
rhyme and flows right off
the tongue, making for a
great read aloud book.
The illustrations have a
fun quirky feel to them,
created by the use of pinks
and purples and fun details in each picture. A
great read for both unruly
and well behaved children, with a few jokes that
parents will appreciate
throughout.

Reviewer: JilliAnne Jensen
Reading Level: Preschool,
Primary, All
Rating: Outstanding
Genre: Fiction
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Play

Playwright

Reviewer

Page Number

Macbeth for Kids

Lois Burdett

Rebaca Wallin

10

The Fisherman and his
Wife

Larry and Vivian
Snipes

Rebaca Wallin

10
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Macbeth for Kids by Lois Burdett
Firefly Books, 1996. Contact publisher for loyalty. 64 pp.

This adaptation of the
Shakespeare classic is rewritten in rhyming couplets and would be ideal
for children to perform.
The basic plot elements of
Macbeth‟s bloody rise to
power in Scotland are
kept while the gore is
somewhat toned down for
children. A narrator helps
to tell portions of the story
while actor‟s lines are scattered throughout. Children‟s drawings and letters
about the play are included in the script as well
as ideas for use in the
classroom.

This script provides a
good introduction for
young children to Shakespeare‟s play. Though the
language is changed for
ease of understanding, the
rhyming couplets help to
keep the heightened language of the original script
alive. Characters are also
well developed. The large
number of parts, including
the narrator part, insures
that each child in a normal
size classroom will be able
to participate. The use of
a narrator helps to visualize a setting so that scenery
can be kept to a minimum

if desired. The book offers a wide variety of options and activities to help
the play come alive for
children.
Reviewer: Rebaca Wallin
Reading Level: Preschool,
Primary, Intermediate
Rating: Excellent
Theme: Lust for power brings
tragedy
Production Requirements:
Simple costumes and props
Acts: 1
Run Time: 1 hour
Characters: 36+
Cast: 13 men, 6 women, all
other man or woman, parts
can be combined
Time Period: dark ages

The Fisherman and his Wife by Larry and Vivian Snipes
New Plays Incorporated, 1999. $75 per performance. 30 pp.

A happy fisherman
with a discontented wife
catches a flounder who is
an enchanted prince under a spell. The fisherman
throws the flounder back
into the ocean. When the
fisherman‟s wife discovers
what happened she demands that he return to
obtain her wish for a better home. The fisherman
returns to the sea again
and again with her wishes
increasing in grandeur
until she demands to be
made Lord of the Universe. Her husband finally
makes wishes that she just
be happy, which comes

Page 10
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true when he returns
home to their original
hovel.
The participatory aspect
of this retelling adds a
whole new dimension of
creativity and imagination
to the classic fairy tale.
Actors interact directly
with the audience helping
them to participate by
having them play everything from the ocean to
farm animals to soldiers
and weather.
The Storyteller‟s lines
are written with a perfect
understanding of the audience he/she is addressing.
The minimal set require-

ments and interaction encourage the children to use
their imagination to create
the world of the play. The
small cast and minimal
production requirements
make this show ideal for a
touring production.
Reviewer: Rebaca Wallin
Reading Level: Preschool,
Primary, Intermediate
Rating: Excellent
Theme: Greed and lust for
power will lead to ones downfall
Production Requirements:
Bare stage with a single crate.
Costume and prop changes.
Can be in the round. Very
minimalistic.
Acts: 1
Run Time: 40 minutes
Characters: 4
Cast: 1 male, 1 female, 1-2
either
Time Period: any
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Double Take
Double Take contains longer analyses the same book written by different reviewers.

Book

Author

Reviewer

Page Number

Tuesdays at the Castle

Jessica Day George

Nacy Haight and
Michelle Wages

12
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Double Take on Tuesdays at the Castle by Nancy Haight and Michelle Wages
Nancy Haight

Tuesdays at the Castle
by Jessica Day George
Bloomsbury, 2011
ISBN 978-1-59990-644-7
228 pp.

When Princess Celie‟s parents go to her older brother‟s graduation in an adjoining kingdom and do not return, she and her siblings, Rolf, the heir to the throne, and
older sister, Delilah are left to fend for themselves and to defend the kingdom. But,
they live in Castle Glower which has a life of its own, expanding with a new room, or a
staircase or whateverwhich makes the castle a valuable ally. Councilors from nearby
kingdoms arrive to „help‟ and the three children have their ingenuity tested as they
work to protect the castle and the kingdom. Following a multitude of difficulties and
challenges, Celie and her siblings are successful, her family is reunited and all is well
once again in the kingdom of Sleyne.
This story is rich, wonderful, page-turning fun. Making the Castle one of the characters, with magical powers and vulnerabilities, creates an ally with unique abilities in
the battle of good against evil. The main characters are well-developed and their actions are realistic for children (and for a magic castle) while still providing plenty of
adventure and intrigue. With a female heroine, the story may be more appealing to
girls, but would be fun read or read-aloud book for everyone ages ten and up who
enjoys fantasy tales.

Michelle Wages
This book is perfect for our time in society. There are so many broken homes
and trust issues right now. And this story shows that a little bit of trust between family
and friends can go a long way.
It took me a couple of chapters to get into the story. I spent all of my time getting
lost keeping track of all the rooms, halls and passageways that the castle was creating,
instead of getting lost in the story. Once I did that, the book was everything I could
have hoped for from a JDG story.
You will get sucked in to the emotion of the children and the servants when they
hear about the king and Queen and Bram getting ambushed. Feel the anger of the
family when strangers try to take over the beloved castle Glower, who is the best friend
of Princess Celia. Witness the loyalty of the servants who can‟t bear to watch….. And
who doesn‟t love a good prank. Read as the castle helps the children to spread manure in the council‟s rooms or as they rig the council‟s robes to tear or fall apart when
they put them on.
Really, you need to read this story of 2 friends, watch their friendship blossom
and allow yourself a trip down memory lane of how you and your BFF have grown
together.
Your experience with Jessica‟s new book will not be disappointing.
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Specialist Reviews contain reviews of fiction books by specialists in the field.

Book

Author

Reviewer

Page Number

Anxiety Disorders

Cherry Pedrick, R.N.
and Bruce M. Hyman,
Ph.D.

Barbarella Frazier

14

My Favorite Horses

Elaine Landau

James Fairbourn

15
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Anxiety Disorders By Cherry Pedrick, R.N., and Bruce M. Hyman, Ph.D., from the USA Today Health
Reports: Diseases and Disorders series
Twenty-First Century Books, Minneapolis, 2012, ISBN 978-0-7613-6084-1, 112 pp.

Other books in
this series:

Anxiety Disorders is a reference book for young adults, written in easy to understand language with age appropriate information. The work was written by professionals in the field, Bruce M. Hayman, Ph.D. and Cherry Pedrick, R.N. This monograph
will be an important addition to reference collections because Anxiety Disorders are
an increasing problem in the United States. The National Institute of Mental Health
estimates children ages 13 to 18 years old have over 25 percent chance of obtaining an
anxiety disorder in their lifetime. Anxiety Disorders are among the most common
mental disorders experienced by Americans.1
The book follows the stories of eight teens with anxiety disorders. The work describes the fictional case studies of Carol (Panic Disorder with Agoraphobia), Maggie
(Social Phobia), José (Social Phobia), Holly (Specific Phobia), Jack (Post-traumatic
Stress Disorder), Rosa (Acute Stress Disorder) and Elizabeth (General Anxiety Disorder). The stories are used to guide readers through symptoms and diagnoses, causes
and etiology, and treatment and management. The monograph is written in a narrative format and can be read cover to cover, read by individual chapters or a reader
may use the index to find specific information. The examples are “typical” symptoms
of common anxiety disorders, but the book does state that these cases are fictional and
individuals will experience anxiety differently. Teens will learn when fear is normal
and when it becomes unmanageable and is a disorder.
The work is designed for young adults to study and learn more about anxiety disorders, but this book is especially helpful for those that have an Anxiety Disorder.
Someone diagnosed with an Anxiety Disorder will follow the fictional case studies to
better understand the issues and diagnose, as well as find treatment for their condition.
Furthermore, the book uses a sympathetic approach so that readers will learn that they
are not alone and feel less stigmatized. The monograph should not be used to diagnose any disorder, in the reader or others, but will illuminate issues and provide suggestions, treatments, and services. If the reader wants further information, links to
organizations and support networks are supplied at the end of the book.
The work includes previously published feature articles from USA Today. The
feature articles give real life examples and interviews from people with issues of anxiety, fear, and mental health. Throughout the book there are graphs and visuals titled
USA Today Snapshots®, which can be problem for younger readers. Although the
presentation of the graphics might lead students to believe a causal relationship between two variables, rather than only a correlation, the book is still highly recommended.
National Institute of Mental Health, Any Anxiety Disorder Among Children http://
www.nimh.nih.gov/statistics/1ANYANX_child.shtml, retrieved April 2, 2012
1

Review by Barbaraella Frazier, Behavioral Sciences Librarian at Brigham Young
University’s Harold B. Lee Library.
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Children’s Book and Play Review
Books in this
series:

Review: Full Issue

My Favorite Horses
By Elaine Landau. Learner Publications, 2012. 9780761349372

Elaine Landau is author of a series of children‟s information books titled My
Favorite Horses: [Insert Horse Breed] Are My Favorite! Clearly a non-horsewoman
herself, she writes to an audience of children uneducated about horses to inform them
about their “favorite”. In each book she introduces a particular horse breed and some
of its characteristics, including size, color, anatomy, the breed‟s history and uses, and a
glossary of terms. In a chapter called The Real Deal Landau endeavors to get the
reader to think about questions regarding horse ownership and maintenance. She also
suggests some alternative options if owning a horse is impractical for the reader. In my
opinion as a horseman, that chapter is the most useful information that is given in this
book series.
While the books give a lot of information on horses, much of it good, each contains information that is misleading or even wrong. For instance, on the anatomy
charts, the pointers for the flank, fetlock, and withers are often incorrect. The pointers
for the elbow and chestnut are consistently wrong. Landau leads the reader to believe
that the horses used in the Pony Express were all Morgan horses, which is incorrect. On the Colors page for the American Quarter Horse the author states that they
“may be nearly any color.” The photo on the page shows 4 horses One of them is a
paint horse which means it does not qualify for the American Quarter Horse breed
registry. In other words, it isn‟t a quarter horse. Landau makes no mention of breed
registries or associations which make the rules and keep the pedigrees that determine
what breed a horse is. In the glossary, it‟s clear she doesn‟t know what color a bay
horse is. There is enough misinformation in these books that I wouldn‟t recommend
them to anyone.

Review by James Fairbourn
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